Reloading Heavy Bullets in 9mm Luger Shooting Times
July 30th, 2015 - There simply isn't much load data for the super heavy 9mm bullets. Most manuals stop at 147 grains though Hodgdon and Vihtavuori have data for 150 grain bullets. The current Lyman manual 49th Edition does not have load data for anything heavier than 147 grains, but older manuals do. The Lyman 44th Edition has data for Bullseye Red Dot Unique and Herco for 158 grain cast lead bullets.

38 Special Loads Ruger Forum
April 18th, 2019 - 38 Special Loads. This is a discussion on 38 Special Loads within the Reloading forums part of the Firearm Forum category. I want to load some 38s and I have 100 Speer 158grn hollow points. Part 4211 now the Speer book does not show a load for the.

9mm 124 Gr RN 100 Ct Bayou Bullets
April 9th, 2019 - 9mm 124 Gr RN Sized to 356. Typical Other sizes available upon request call or email for options. One of our most popular offerings in 9mm and is capable of fine accuracy.

Smokeless Powder tacticoolproducts com
April 17th, 2019 - Smokeless Powder Burn VMD Density Rate Mfg Powder cc gr cc Comments 1 Norma R 1 2 Vihta Vuori N310 1214 8 237 3 Hodgdon Titewad 1300 7 690 Economical 12 gauge loads

Fix Windows Errors and Optimize PC SmartPCFixer™
April 18th, 2019 - SmartPCFixer™ is a fully featured and easy to use system optimization suite. With it you can clean windows registry remove cache files fix errors defrag disk update windows and download dlls.

Target Cartwheel
April 19th, 2019 - Target Cartwheel. A whole new spin on coupons. Find amp share the best deals in all your favorite categories: grocery, baby, apparel, health amp beauty amp more.

357 MAGNUM AND THE LITERATURE Leverguns
April 19th, 2019 - 357 MAGNUM AND THE LITERATURE PACO. While looking over the literature on reloading the 357 magnum round for handguns and rifles, I was reminded of the fact that velocities rarely resemble each other for the same loads from book to reloading book.

Job Search Canada Find Your Next Job Working com
April 18th, 2019 - Working com Canada's most comprehensive job search engine. Find your dream job.
38 Super IPSC Loads List k8nd com
April 19th, 2019 - 38 Super IPSC Loads List
Compiled By Jeff Maass USPSA L 1192 Updated 23 October 2003
Primers Small rifle primers are used very nearly universally for IPSC Major 38 Super loads as the cup is harder and resists the hellacious pressures extant

357 Magnum Unique load 158 Gran bullet Cast Boolits
April 19th, 2019 - I don’t load 158 grain bullets but do load a 165 and 150 grain 7 grains Unique with the 165 grain bullet in 357 case with any primer out of my 4 L frame over my Chrony gives me 1100 fps and is very accurate and easy to shoot

RELOADING GUIDE 2018 EABCO
April 17th, 2019 - N340 A flexible powder that serves well in medium to heavy high velocity loadings N340 is a good performer in high intensity rounds like the 357 and 44 Magnums the 40 S amp W and

COMPETITIVE SHOOTERS DATA shootersworldpowder com
April 19th, 2019 - INTRODUCTION The Shooters World Reloading Guide for center fire ammunition was created as a manual for reloading of Shooters World branded LOVEX® smokeless propellants manufactured by EXPLOSIA® Company These reloading propellants were

Most Volatile Stocks — USA — TradingView
April 19th, 2019 - Stocks with the highest volatility — US Stock Market The volatility of a stock is the fluctuation of price in any given timeframe The most volatile stocks may demonstrate price fluctuations of up to several hundred percent during the day

N300 Powders Vihtavuori
April 19th, 2019 - The N300 series powders are ideal for handgun and shotgun loads A New and Advanced Process Added to our N300 Series powders Vihtavuori is pleased to announce that we have recently undertaken some major improvements in the production of our high quality N300 series powders

Once Again It s Men Presenting Their Holes the Data Lounge
April 19th, 2019 - Yes indeed we too use cookies Don’t you just LOVE clicking on these things on every single site you visit I know we do You can thank the EU parliament for making everyone in the world click on these pointless things while changing absolutely nothing

All Cases Rifle Handgun and Pistol Reloading Brass
April 19th, 2019 - 1 588 1 592 O A L The 224
Valkyrie was introduced in late 2017 by Federal. Unlike many calibers in the past that have been a joint effort between an ammo company and a single firearm company the Valkyrie is already being chambered by several AR 15 manufacturers such as LaRue JP Enterprises and CMMG as well as several barrel makers such as Satern and Lothar Walther.

**Reloading The 357 Remington Maximum**

April 19th, 2019 - Return to previous Page

Reloading The 357 Remington Maximum photo © MDS 2009 & R 38 special 357 Magnum 357 Maximum This is the monster long round that is

**45 ACP 200gr SWC load**

April 18th, 2019 - I'd like to work up a reasonably hot 45 ACP 200gr SWC load I'm familiar with the Cooper load of 7 3 grains of Unique under a 215gr wadcutter and if I recall that load should run up close to 1100 fps from a 5 barrel but I'd like to tweak that one a tad I'll be using a 200gr cast SWC and I'm not a big fan of Unique I'd prefer to use either Bullseye or Red Dot

**9mm Bullets for Sale**

April 17th, 2019 - Cheap prices on 9mm bullets for sale today Widener's has been serving reloaders in stock shooting supplies with fast shipping since 1978

**38 special cast reduced loads**

April 19th, 2019 - Looking at Alliant's web data I don't see Red Dot suggested for use with a 158 grain RNFP Only for a Speer 158 grain LSWC Not that I personally have any trouble with what you have in mind I just don't see the data to support it without looking harder

**Guide Gear Deluxe Boat Cover**

April 18th, 2019 - Protect your boat from the rigors of travel and storage with a Guide Gear® Deluxe Boat Cover These rugged Covers feature 600 denier marine canvas fabric that's thicker and tougher than just about any Cover on the market

**38 Special Wikipedia**

April 19th, 2019 - The 38 Smith & Wesson Special commonly 38 Special 38 Spl or 38 Spc pronounced thirty eight special is a rimmed centerfire cartridge designed by Smith & Wesson It is most commonly used in revolvers although some semi automatic pistols and carbines also use this round The 38 Special was the standard service cartridge of most police departments in the United States from the 1920s

**New Page 2**

April 19th, 2019 - 38 Special Snub Ammo Test

Corbon 110 gr DPX vs Speer 135 gr Gold Dot vs Remington 158 gr LSWCHP P With today's plethora of compact 9mm's 40 s and 45 autoloaders there
remains a contingent of people preferring the time
tried snub 38 revolver

43 RELOADING THE 20TH CENTURY 44s John Taffin
April 16th, 2019 - RELOADING THE 20TH CENTURY 44s BY JOHN TAFFIN Five 44s arrived in factory chambering in the 20th century the 445 SuperMag the 444 Marlin and the 44 AutoMag as well as the other two have been covered in previous chapters however we now look in greater depth at two of the greatest sixgun cartridges of all the 44 Special and the 44 Magnum

38 S amp W ammo handgun AmmoSeek com
April 17th, 2019 - 38 S amp W ammo handgun AmmoSeek com Comparison shop for in stock ammunition guns mags and reloading at the lowest prices from over 100 online retailers all in one place AmmoSeek com

Versatile Powders W231 Load Data – Ultimate Reloader
April 17th, 2019 - I load 4 3 grains of 231 under a 165 gr 40 load and just squeak in over the 125 pf floor for IDPA That’s shooting an M amp P Full size so if somebody was shooting a 5” competition gun they’d get a few extra fps out of it and easily make pf

Super Accurate 38 Super Loads Shooting Times
October 18th, 2018 - Whether pushing bullets slow or fast the 38 Super can deliver outstanding accuracy The 38 Super is one of my favorite pistol cartridges It offers versatility more magazine capacity reliable feeding and great accuracy It is one of the best cartridges for handloaders who can take advantage of

Deadpool Wikipedia
April 18th, 2019 - Deadpool Wade Winston Wilson is a fictional character appearing in American comic books published by Marvel Comics Created by writer Fabian Nicieza and artist writer Rob Liefeld the character first appeared in The New Mutants 98 cover dated February 1991 Initially Deadpool was depicted as a supervillain when he made his first appearance in The New Mutants and later in issues of X Force

I need some specific 45 70 load data Shooters Forum
April 18th, 2019 - Hi Cary Yes I searched the Hodgdon site but I only looked at the lever action section and they didn’t show any cast bullet loads I am not sure where to start with the jacketed bullet load data since several folks told me not to use this data with cast bullets

Anyone here load for the 30 Carbine Super Blackhawk
April 19th, 2019 - Anyone here load for the 30 Carbine Super Blackhawk This is a discussion on
Anyone here load for the 30 Carbine Super Blackhawk within the Reloading forums part of the Firearm Forum category As the title implies I m just looking at all possible avenues for the NMBH 30 Carbine I know full well that the 30 carbine was

25 WSSM Winchester Super Short Mag ammo rifle
April 18th, 2019 - 25 WSSM Winchester Super Short Mag ammo rifle AmmoSeek com Comparison shop for in stock ammunition guns mags and reloading at the lowest prices from over 100 online retailers all in one place A

Blackrock Men s Side Zip Jungle Boots 662987 Combat
April 19th, 2019 - Sportsman s Guide has your Blackrock Men s Side Zip Jungle Boots available at a great price in our Combat amp Tactical Boots collection

6 5x47 Lapua Tactical TackDriver
April 18th, 2019 - 6mmBR com is the best guide for 6mm BR Benchrest precision shooting complete with 6BR FAQ Reloading Data Shooter Message Boards Reader Polls and Photo Gallery Match event calendar and rifle competition accuracy training tips Equipment reviews 243 bullets 30BR cartridge 6mm Norma Improved gun barrels powders primers gunstocks dies accurizing 1000yd ranges ballistics